
September Exploring Ethics Henrietta Lacks Forum 

HeLa:  Immortal Cells, Enduring Questions 

Sixty years after an African-American woman in Baltimore died from a virulent cancer, a community gathering 
in San Diego learned how her still-thriving cells have opened new windows into the ethical dimensions of re-
search on human subjects. 

“The Henrietta Lacks Series” of nine consecutive “Exploring Ethics” forums be-
gan on September 7 with a presentation on “HeLa: Immortal Cells and Enduring 
Questions” by Laura Rivard, Adjunct Professor of Biology at the University of San 
Diego. Rivard set the stage for the Lacks Series with an overview of The Immortal 
Life of Henrietta Lacks, the best-selling book by Rebecca Skloot. 

Lacks died on October 4, 1951 without knowing that cells extracted from her cer-
vical cancer tumors were an exceptional vehicle for studying human disease. The 
Immortal Life explores how these scientifically-labeled “HeLa” cells (for “Henrietta 
Lacks”) helped launch the global biotechnology industry, and the book also tells 
the haunting story of how Lacks’ impoverished children learned decades later of 
their mother’s molecular legacy. 

“This book shows us that science matters,” Rivard said, “and, perhaps more im-
portantly, that how we do science matters.” 

In the early 1950s, Johns Hopkins Hospital was one of the few facilities that would 
treat black patients, and a staff researcher, George Gey, was determined to find a means for culturing human 
cells. Rivard noted that Gey’s “recipe for cell culture included plasma of chickens, puree of calf liver … it really 
was a witch’s brew.”  His search ended when a batch of Lacks’ cells survived and grew in his laboratory. “It was 
a huge scientific breakthrough,” Rivard said, because it paved the way for long-term studies of human disease at 
the cellular level. 

A year after Lacks’ death, her cells helped Jonas Salk formulate a polio vaccine As demand for them increased, 
said Rivard, “HeLa cells were traveling by planes, trains, and automobiles” to laboratories around the globe. In 
the early years, no one profited from the cells. “Johns Hopkins didn’t get any money,” said Rivard, “and George 
Gey was so excited that he just sent them to anyone for free.” 

Today, as then, tissues and cells taken during medical procedures generally do 
not belong to patients and can be used for research purposes. The rights of 
patients are safeguarded by the Federal Policy for Protection of Human Sub-
jects, or “The Common Rule,” and patient privacy is shielded by the Health 
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act. But Rivard emphasized that     
regulations function as “guidelines, not laws … [and] much is left to interpreta-
tion.” 

In the audience discussion period, Rivard presented actual cases involving   
disputes about ownership of human tissue. Participants in the discussion iden-
tified three criteria for settling such disputes: the wishes of the tissue donor, the specific language of the in-
formed consent contract, and the potential benefits of using the tissue for research. 

The audience found that different criteria take precedence in different cases. Patients who sued Washington 
University to have their cells removed from a prostate-cancer bank lost their case when their original contract 
with the university was upheld. But the Native American Havasupai tribe prevailed over Arizona State Universi-
ty and stopped tribal cells intended for diabetes research from being used in schizophrenia studies. 

As Rivard concluded, “Future goals for the use of human tissues in research will balance the needs of the re-
searchers with the needs of the public through open communication.” 
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